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Abstract

Growth induced export has become a major concern for policy makers to transform and upgrade the
export composition to achieve economic growth objectives; in this respect, export diversification
become at the heart of growth induced export narrative. Nevertheless, this study attempts to find
relationship between export diversification and economic growth. To investigate this relationship, a
cross- section method is used with averaged data from the period 1991 to 2009 of 41 sub Saharan
Africa countries; moreover, diagnostic tests were conducted to ensure the robustness of the model. The
empirical result of this study shows positive correlation between export diversification and economic
growth which can be concluded that export diversification promotes economic growth.
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1. Introduction
Obviously economic growth has become the main objective of all countries in the world to uplift the
wellbeing of their citizens, boost their economic productivity and improve the competitiveness of their
industries to tape their potentials. Nonetheless, from Adam Smith up to date export is considered one of
the main drivers of economic growth. Interestingly, growth induced export has become a policy priority
of modern economics. In addition, export diversification or upgrading production structure particularly
export sector is believed to be the recipe of export induced growth. The export diversification is not only
export induced growth vehicle, but it also mitigates external shocks associated with global economic
down turn; because when the economy specialises narrow range of products with low technological
content or in the other words depends on primary product for export is vulnerable to the global
economic fluctuations during the economic recessions. Thus, export diversification facilitates forward backward linkage among the key production sectors as complementarity and synergy which will yield
positive spill over to the economy.

Export diversification has been the centre of the debate on how developing countries can improve
economic performance and achieve higher income. Of course, this simple observation doesn’t say
anything about the casual relationship between per capita income and export diversification; it may be
the case that richer countries are more able to diversify their product structure (Agosin and Ortega
2012).

Zhu and Fu (2013) argued that achieving export upgrading via quality improvement has been one of
major improvement agenda. They suggested that the growth experience of some developing countries
has demonstrated that what matters to a country´s economic growth in the long-run is not purely how
much its exports, but what do countries export with more sophisticated export bundles appear to grow
faster. They indicated that recent development in trade theory underlines that the benefits of trade are
derived more from the expansion into some new products than from pure increase in quantities exported
and dollar earned.

However, Africa is the one of the poorest continent on earth due to the absence of development agenda
and deterioration of terms of trade, and yet it is a rich continent in terms of natural resources
endowment. In this regard, exporting endowed resource is one of the key policy priorities for economic
growth and development.
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Concentration on narrow range of products with low value added for export is a stark explanation of
African economic backwardness. For this feature, Africa is still the continent with highest dependence
on primary products for its exports particularly sub Saharan Africa. Specialized a primary product for
export is susceptible to the external shock. Despite some progress in last decade, sub Saharan Africa´s
participation in the global economy remains marginal. In terms of value sub Saharan African export still
presents only about 3% of the world trade. In terms of export diversification, sub Saharan African
countries remain dependent on a very limited number of products, largely commodities, exported to a
limited number (Nicita and Rollo 2015).

Although, most of the previous researchers mentioned in this study have employed time-series and
dynamic panel data with General Momentum Method estimator (GMM), their studies were not specific
to sub Saharan Africa. Yet to the best of my knowledge there is no single study investigated the
relationship between export diversification and economic growth in Sub Saharan Africa countries.
Instead of using complicated method like dynamic panel data and time series, this study employs rather
simple method of cross-section to investigate the relationship between export diversification and
economic growth. Furthermore, diagnostic tests, such as heteroscedasticity, collinearity and normality
were carried out to ensure the robustness of the model, because one of the problems commonly
encountered in cross-sectional data is heteroscedasticity (unequal variance) in the error term.

This study attempts to find the relationship between export diversification and economic growth by
employing cross- sectional study in 41 sub Saharan African countries for the period 1991-2009, and at
the same time the scope of our study is narrowed down to sub Saharan African countries.
The question of the study is: Is export diversification a key driver of economic growth of Sub Saharan
African?

The data of this study is obtained primarily from World Bank except the main variable which is
Hirschman and Hertfindahl index, which is referred to export concentration ratio and as well is the
proxy of export diversification, which is taken from International Monetary Fund (IMF). The data
period of all variables was averaged to avoid any negligible data absence and short- term fluctuations
that might have faced during that period.
The empirical result of this study has shown that the export diversification and economic growth have
positive relationship; in the other words, export diversification promotes economic growth.
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The rest of the study proceeds as the following, section 2 contain the literature survey which is in depth
discussion of the subject matter. Also, it contains the empirical evidence concerning empirical results
that previous researchers have found on their respective studies; in addition, the over view of African
export diversification is also incorporated in this section. Section 3 summarizes the theoretical
framework of the study, while section 4 deals with sub sections such as empirical methodology, model
specification, the explanation of chosen variable, diagnostic tests, and analysis of regression results.
Section 5 is dedicated to discussion on the findings and how it is consistent with the previous findings.
Section 6 is about conclusion that the study draws and it offers some recommendations.
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2. Literature survey
2.1 Theoretical Studies
Export diversification can generally be defined as changing country`s export composition and structure.
Many studies have proposed different definitions. Alwang and Seigel (1994) and Amin Guierrez de
Pineres and Ferrantino (1997) have defined diversification as development of export portfolio of a
country from primary product to industrial goods. Hamed et.al (2014) has explored that many studies
defined diversification is not a way of specializing an export portfolio in a limited number of export
goods. Moreover, export diversification can generally be defined as the changing existing export
commodities pattern or through expanding innovation and technology. Dennis and Shepherd (2007)
describe that export diversification as expanding the variety of products that a country is exporting.
Recent years, the issue of export diversification in the economic literature has been considered by many
policy makers and suggested increasing exported production and reducing dependence on primary
goods as source of income (Fotros et al 2013).

Furthermore, export diversification can take different dimensions which can be analyzed in different
level. In this respect, there are horizontal and vertical dimensions to export diversification. Vertical
diversification involves creating additional use for existing and new commodities through value added
activities such as processing and marketing. Vertical diversification can expand market opportunities for
raw materials which enhance growth and lead to the more stability since processed goods tend to have
more stable price than raw commodities (Ali et.al 1991).

According to Yokoyama et al (2009), vertical integration may require more advanced technology, skills
and initial capital than horizontal diversification. Vertical diversification can also be more linked with
higher learning possibilities that, in turn, may produce greater dynamic externalities than that of
horizontal diversification. They further demonstrated that vertical diversification takes place by moving
up the value chain to produce manufactured products. On the contrary, horizontal diversification
involves adjustments in the export mix to avoid international price instability or decline (Ali et.al 1991).
Horizontal diversification is achieved by producing non-traditional dynamic exports such as cut flowers
as it has been started recently in Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia to supplement or partially replace the
traditional exports like coffee and tea (Yokoyama et al 2009).
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The new trade theories; however, argue that under uncertainty, the idea of specialization is less effective
to economic growth (Turnovsky 1974). In this regard, Prebich (1950) and Singer (1950) have laid the
foundation of export diversification hypothesis which becomes theoretical horse work of export
diversification. They have argued that basic commodity prices are exposed to a long-term decline which
consequently worsens the financial position of the country export primary basic commodities and import
manufacturing products.

Likewise, vast literature suggested that concentration on narrow range production for export is prone to
external trade shocks which might entail terms of trade deterioration, currency appreciation (Dutch
disease) and lower growth. In this respect, Balavac and Bugh (2016) presented the literature and argued
that developing countries have substantially large volatility than developed once. Moreover, they stated
that in both developing and emerging countries volatility is mainly the consequence of external shock
and international capital flow shocks. So, they concluded that export diversification reduces the
volatility effects of external shock.

Tadesse and E.K Shukralla (2013) argued that when the exports are lower grade technological content
which concentrated in a few markets, and at the same time are dominated by primary commodities, the
vulnerability of a country especially to external shocks would decline; however, if the country
diversifies its export across products and markets it would insulate against external shock. To this end,
Lederman and Maloney (2003) decompose export into two chunks namely export concentration and
specialization. And they argued that export concentration is clearly dependence on narrow rage or any
one export, be it copper in Chile or micro-chips in Costa Rica, which can leave a country vulnerable to
the sharp decline in terms of trade. Nonetheless, they added that the presence of a single, very visible
export may also give raise to a variety of political economy effects that is deleterious to growth. On the
other hand, diversification is often associated with scale economies and hence higher productivity.

Furthermore, Bonaglia and Fukasaku (2003) stated that policy makers in low-income countries are
concerned by the economic and political risk associated with heavy dependence on commodity exports.
Their concern stems from a view that the high concentration of exports on primary commodities and
natural resources can have detrimental effects on county´s growth prospects. They argued that world
demand for primary commodities has some unfavourable characteristics that can lower the income
accruing to commodity- exporting countries. They mentioned that supply- side features also have the
potential to impede growth when the commodity concentration exists.
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For instance, the difficulties in establishing linkages with the rest of the economy and creating
opportunities for skill and technological improvement; the risk of causing excessive real exchange rate
overvaluation; and the possibility of inducing rent seeking activities. Hence, they argued that resource
wealth increases the likelihood of civil wars, favours authoritarian rule, and worsens income inequality.

Bonaglia and Fukasaku (2003) explored that commodity dependent economies are deemed to have
lower growth prospects, because they face un-favoured characteristics of world demand for their export
and negative features of natural resource extraction and production. On one aspect of the demand side,
the low-income elasticity of world demand for primary commodities would lead to falling export
revenue; hence the situation is further aggravated by historical declining terms of trade. On the other
aspect of the supply side, the effect of lower skills and technological contents of commodity production
and its negligible linkages with the rest of the economy would result in lower growth spill-overs.
Additionally, they argued that resource boom could divert resources away from manufacturing sector
and, just would result a wealth shock, lead the real exchange rate to appreciate, thereby worsen
international competitiveness- the so-called Dutch disease. Finally, they indicated that natural resourceabundant countries would have a weaker incentive to industrialise, since they can easily earn the foreign
exchange needed to finance their import without industrialising (Bonaglia and Fukasaku 2003).

Also, Derosa (1992) argued that uncertainty surrounding the profitability of producing primary
commodities will tend to reduce the relative reward to natural resource; nonetheless commodity
dependent countries will find that their economic welfare is lower than if no uncertainty existed because
the terms of trade is lower at which they are able exchange the services of natural resources for the
service of physical and human capital are lower than otherwise. Derosa (1992) suggested that the
uncertainty surrounding production of natural resource- intensive goods will tend to encourage less
specialization in such goods. He added that export diversification has frequently been recommended as a
means of effectively stabilizing the export earning of commodity- dependent countries. And, the
negative terms of trade effect deteriorate growth prospects, because a loss of resources and tightening of
foreign exchange constraint on investment and productivity. Bonaglia and Fukasaku (2003) highlighted
that volatility and persistence of commodity price shocks appear to be even greater concern than this
long-term downward trend. Real commodity prices have declined by about 1 percent per year over the
last 140 years, but this has not been a smooth process, with prices sometimes changing by as much as 50
per cent in a single year.
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However, there has been long stablished view proposed by neoclassical which argue that comparative
advantage and specialization is the feasible way the country can harness its export and growth. But, the
structuralists, the authors of structural development models have rejected this notion of comparative
advantage and specialization. They have argued that production structure matters most, to this end
plethora of literature have suggested the major roles the production structure played on export
diversification. In this respect, many authors have reiterated how production structure influences the
export diversification.

Koren and Tenreyro (2004) observed that developed countries tend to exhibit stable growth rate over
longer period, whereas poorer countries are prone to experience serve fluctuations in growth rate,
because production structure of a country tends to volatile when the country specializes in highly
volatile sectors and has high affected by country- specific fluctuations. They found that as country
developed its productive structure moves from more volatile to less volatile sectors. They added that
sectorial concentration declines with development at initial stages, meanwhile at the later stage it
remains relatively constant as countries develop.

Khalafalla and Webb (2001) highlighted that structural changes will change the source of growth and
this will affect the export- growth relationship. They proposed that economic growth involves structural
changes in the economy which will overtime change the composition of export as nation´s comparative
advantage and terms of trade shifts to a different mix of export and import. They argued that export
expansion contributes to economic growth by increasing the rate of capital formation and enhancing
growth of factor productivity.

Also, Hesse (2008) mentioned that economic development is a process of structural transformation
where countries move from producing poor country goods to rich-country goods so export
diversification does play important role in this process. He argued that a country which is commodity
dependent or exhibit a narrow export basket often suffer from export instability arising from inelastic
and unstable global demand, therefore he concluded that export diversification is one way to alleviate
these constraints. He also suggested that economic growth is not merely driven by comparative
advantage, but depends on country´s ability of diversification of their investment into new activities.
Hamed et al (2014) described economic development is a synchronous process with transformation of
structural form in which countries move from the production of primary products towards the export
industrial goods. He argued that the main explanation for this is the change of income elasticity of
demand for export of industrial goods in global market.
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So, many developed countries which are dependent on primary product or offer limited range of export
portfolio often suffer uncertainty of their exports. Therefore, export diversification is paramount
important to reduce these of kind of uncertainty.

Nevertheless, diversification of export is believed to be a solution which insulates against adverse
effects associated with trade shocks that countries might encounter. A quite number of studies have
argued this proposition. Thus, Gutiérrez de Pineres and Ferrrantino (1995) argued that export
diversification or progression from traditional to non-traditional export is an important component of
export led growth. They mentioned that outward oriented countries grow more rapidly; they claim that a
pattern of economic development is associated with structural change in exports and increased export
diversification. Hence, the general growth, export growth and diversification are linked, so learning
curve process and knowledge spill over are believed to play an important role in this process.
Acemoglu, D and Zilibotti (1977) suggested that at early stages of development, presence of indivisible
projects limits the degree of diversification, and that development goes with expansion of markets, and
with better diversification. They argued that better diversification enables a steady allocation of
resources to their most productive uses and reduce the variability of growth.

However, Balavac and Bugh (2016) stated that diversification is generally considered as strategy for
reducing of volatility. It offers protection against adverse external shocks by providing countries with
access to a broader range of global value chain and insurance schemes. They pointed out that export
diversification strategy is essential to smooth out country´s output volatility by decreasing the countries
vulnerability to demand shock in the global market. Hence, they argued that diversification of export
may be desirable to smooth the effects of volatility on commodity export earnings. Carolina et al (2014)
argued that export diversification makes countries to be less susceptible to adverse term of trade shock
by stabilizing export revenue. Consequently, it become easier to channel positive terms of trade shock
into growth, knowledge spill overs and increasing returns to scale, creating learning opportunities
principle to new forms of comparative advantage. Hamed et al (2013) suggested that developing
countries should move from exporting primary product towards exporting industrial goods to achieve a
stable economic growth. Al marhubi (1998) indicated that general export growth and export
diversification are linked through forward and backward linkages; nonetheless production of a
diversified export structure is also likely to provide stimulus for creation of new industries and
expansion of existing industries elsewhere in the economy.
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Samen (2010) argued that to stabilize export earnings, boost income growth, and upgrade value added,
developing countries had to increase the variety of their export basket. He added that diversification of
export products is viewed as means to meet the challenges of unemployment and lower growth in many
developing countries. And therefore, can lower instability in export earnings, expand export revenue,
upgrade value-added, and enhance growth through many channels.

2.2 Empirical evidence
Plethora of empirical literature found the positive relationship between export diversification and
economic growth.
In this respect, Arip et al 2010 examined the relationship between export diversification and economic
growth for the case of Malaysia by using data from 1980-2007 with time-series techniques of cointegration and Granger causality test, they found positive association with export diversification and
economic growth. They studied data of 23 countries by using General Momentum Method (GMM) from
period 2000 to 2009, and found positive with significant relation between export diversification and
economic growth.
Furthermore, Hamed et al (2013) investigated 91 countries using data for the period 1961-88 with GMM
model and found positive association.

Also, Gutiérrez de Pineres and Ferrrantino (1995) examined export diversification and structural change
in the context of Chilean experience of 30 years. They found that since the mid-1970s, Chilean growth
has been accompanied by export diversification. Their results are consistent with the possibility that in
the long run, export diversification enhanced Chilean growth performance.

Fotros et al 2013 investigated relationship between GDP per capita growth and export diversification
from data of 23 developing countries in the period from 2000 to 2009 by using General Momentum
Method estimator (GMM), their finding has shown significant positive relationship.

Herzer and Lehnmann D (2001) examined the hypothesis that export diversification is linked to the
economic growth via externalities of learning- by-doing and learning by exporting by estimating an
augmented Cobb- Douglas production function based on annual time series data from Chile in the
period 1962 to2001. The estimation results suggest that export diversification plays an important role in
economic growth.
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Agosin (2007) investigated the links between export diversification and economic growth by observing
a sample of 93 countries from the period of 1963-1997. He found a positive export diversification on
economic growth.
Aditiya et al (2010) examined export growth considering diversification and the nature of export
composition. In a sample of sixty countries for the period 1965-2005, the dynamic panel estimation
reveals that export diversification is important determinant of economic growth.

Matedeen (2011) investigated the relationship between export diversification and economic growth by
using the Johansen cointegration analysis and the vector error correlation model(VEM) from the period
1980-2008 in Mauritius. The result reveals that export diversification leads to higher economic growth.

In summary, the all empirical evidence discussed above has indicated that export diversification is
positively related to the economic growth while using different methodologies such as General
momentum method and time serial; yet to the best of my knowledge, there is no empirical evidence that
have examined the influence of export diversification on economic growth in sub Saharan African
economies. Although, there is a strong theoretical explanation about the effects of export diversification
on economic growth on this continent. Thus, study attempts to find out the relationship between export
diversification and economic growth.
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2.3 African Context

Africa is believed to be the one of the poorest continent on earth due to the absence of development
agenda and deterioration of terms of trade, and yet it is the rich continent in terms of natural resources
endowment. However, exporting endowed resource is one of the key policy priorities for economic
growth and development. Concentration on narrow range of products with the low value- added export
is a stark explanation of African economic backwardness. For this feature Africa is still the continent
with highest dependence on primary products for its exports particularly sub Saharan Africa.
Specialized a primary product is susceptible to the external shock.
According to the UNCTAD (2003) Africa’s share in world merchandise exports fell from 6.3 per cent in
1980 to 2.5 per cent in 2000 in value terms. Moreover, the report stated that Africa’s share of total
developing-country merchandise exports fell to almost 8 per cent in 2000 from its value of 1980 and
having a dynamic spill-over effects on the economy, horizontal diversification is mainly stabilityoriented and less-growth oriented. Yokoyama et al 2003 indicated that SSA countries are heavily
dependent on a narrow base of few agricultural and mineral exports for foreign exchange earnings and
have had to endure the consequences of all problems resulting from the fluctuation of commodity prices
in world markets (Yokoyama et al 2003).

UNCTAD (2003) estimated that around 17 of the 20 most important export items of Africa are primary
commodities and resource-based semi manufactures. The study has revealed that on average the world
trade in these products has been growing much less rapidly than manufactures. It also sheds the light
that world trade in other primary commodities that account for an important proportion of total exports
of Africa such as coffee, cocoa, cotton and sugar, has been sluggish, with the average growth of trade in
such products in the past two decades barely reaching one-third of the growth rate of world trade in all
products (UNCTAD, 2003).

Moreover, Yokoyama et al (2003) mentioned that world prices for many of the commodities that Africa
exports declined between 1990 and 2000: Cocoa, Cotton, sugar and copper by over 25%, coffee by 9%
and minerals overall declined by 14% (Yokoyama et al 2003). They added that very important aspect of
the structure of African countries is their high export concentration and dependence on primary
commodity export. In 1992, developing countries exported 199 commodities while Africa exported 116
commodities. In 2012, the figures were 210 for developing countries and Africa 123, indicating that
African export is highly concentrated in relatively few products (Yokoyama et al 2003).
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According to the UNCTAD (2003) seventeen out of twenty most important items exported by African
countries are primary commodities and resource based semi- manufacturing. An examination of export
concentration indices for Africa also leads to the same conclusion. Osakwe (2007) indicated that1992
the export concentration index for the region was 0.57 compared to 0.25 for developing countries. For
2002, the figures were 0.49 and 0.23 for Africa and developing countries respectively (Osakwe 2007).
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3. Theoretical Framework
The export led growth as being recognized from the era of mercantilist, who believed that strong export
and minimum import is the prerequisite of economic growth. From Adam Smith to David Ricardo, the
specialization and trade were viewed as an important factor that salubriously effects on economic
growth. Moreover, Hecksher and Ohlin (HO) confirmed the specialization by arguing that a country
should specialized a production that endowed by the nature (factor endowment). In the neoclassical
models, for instance a Ricardian theory claims that specialization or concentration of a country on
production and export goods in which it has comparative advantage which is efficient to the economic
growth. This implies that a country to achieve economic growth should promote the sector that it has
comparative advantage (Salvatore 1998).

Conversely, the new trade theories rejected the notion of specialization and static comparative
advantage. And they argued for dynamic comparative advantage which entails increasing scale,
externalities and spill-over is important for economic growth. Hence increasing return to scale,
externalities and spill-overs is achieved by structuring export composition, so export diversification
brings these benefits.

Yokayama et al (2003) discussed many important ways that diversification may influence growth or
income, and he first stated that diversification is considered as an input (a production factor) that
increases the productivity of the other factors of production. Secondly, diversification may increase
income by expanding the possibilities to spread investment risks over a wider portfolio of economic
sectors. Thirdly, diversification is expected to have a positive contribution to Total Factor Productivity
(TFP) growth, and by extension, to economic growth. Fourth diversification may also have a positive
effect to growth because of the existence of economies of scope in production. Economies of scope exist
when the same inputs generate greater per unit profits when spread across multiple outputs than
dedicated to any one output; and fifth through forward and backward linkages, production of a
diversified export structure is also likely to provide stimulus for the creation of new industries and
expansion of existing industries elsewhere in the economy (Yokoyama et al 2003).
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Still, there is no single specific theory dedicated to the effects of export diversification on economic
growth, but it has been suggested many channels that links the diversification and economic growth. In
this regard, there are two widely discussed channels concerning the effects of export diversification on
economic growth which are portfolio effect and dynamic effect. The first channel involves preventing
the instability of export income known as portfolio effect. In this case, Agosin (2009) discussed the
portfolio effect, as the name suggests it is borrowed from the financial literature. This says the greater
the degree of diversification, the less volatile export earnings will be. Less volatile export is associated
with lower variance of GDP growth.

3.1 Portfolio effects
Portfolio effect explains on how diversification insulates against risk associated with external shock to
the export. In this respect, Samen (2010) highlighted that the concept of diversification has gained
importance with the modern theory of portfolio management developed by Markowitz, which has been
regarded as a means of reducing a country´s dependence on a product or very limited range of primary
products for export generally exported before processing. He indicated that many developing countries
with low economic growth and relying heavily on a handful of commodities for trade, income and
employment would benefit from diversifying their economies by selecting export portfolios that
optimize market risks against anticipated returns. He argued that the portfolio can be used to quantify
diversification benefits for a country. He underlined that portfolio theory approach has considerable
welfare gains from moving towards a more optimal export structure on the mean variance efficient
frontier.

Ali et.al (1991) argued that a diversified national trade portfolio can help achieve stability- oriented and
growth oriented policy goals. It can lower instability in export earnings by providing a broader base of
export and enhance growth by substituting commodities with positive price trends for those with decline
trends, through increasing value added of export commodities by additional processing and marketing.
Moreover, this diagram is rightly explaining on how export concentration reduces economic growth, in
which portfolio can help achieve stability.
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Figure 1 Problems Associated with Export Concentration
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(Derosa 1992) mentioned that basic portfolio choice theory is employed to explain how risk- adverse
producers of primary commodities marginally reduce their output, causing resources to be released to
alternate economic activities that face less uncertain conditions. He added that uncertainty tends to
reduce the volume of trade between countries, because the optimal response of producers, especially in
natural resource- abundant countries, is to reduce the extent of their specialization in the production and,
hence, export of primary commodities and to increase output of goods that require intensive of other
primary factor of production, such as physical or human capital. He further argued that portfolio theory
suggests the adoption of production plans that would offset variation in prices of one commodity against
another, thereby lowering the uncertainty surrounding both total earnings from production and foreign
exchange earnings from exports.

3.2 Dynamic Effects
Dynamic effect channel is associated with the dynamics advantage of export diversification. In this
regard, the nearby box explains how export diversification creates or causes dynamic effects which
make forwards and backward linkage to the whole economy which in turn leads to economic growth.

Figure 2

Dynamic Effects of Export Diversification
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Al Marhubi (1998) argued that externalities associated with export diversification may cause countries
with diversified export structures to grow rapidly over longer period. New techniques of production
associated with export diversification are likely to benefit other activities through knowledge spill overs,
acquisition of new organizational and entrepreneurial skills, and incentives for capital accumulation
formation; this is similar to the Arrow´s (1962) learning by doing externality in which the accumulation
of knowledge about different and better ways of production are unintended by-product of some other
activity in the economy , such as capital accumulation and the process of production. Likewise, Agosin
(2009) explored the dynamic effects of export diversification. He argued in the long run growth is
associated with learning to produce an expanding range of goods. This view sees growth as resulting
from addition of new products to export basket.

Moreover, Hodey et al (2015) analyzed from the perspective of the endogenous growth theory, and
argued that despite the ability of export diversification to smoothen export earnings, it also has the
capacity to bring about benefits in terms of new comparative advantage associated with the
diversification of a country´s production structure. It is considered to widen the comparative advantage
of developing countries from a few primary sectors to higher value production sectors which may result
in better allocation of productive resources. They further argued that through backward and forward
linkage, new industries will be created through diversification of the production structure. Export
diversification also generates new production technologies and managerial efficiencies through
international competition, thereby leading to increasing return to scale and spillover effects which
ultimately affect growth in the long-run. They concluded that export diversification enables countries to
benefit from dynamic gains from trade as it leads to an expansion in the production possibility frontier
of the exporting country. This is likely generating backward and forward linkages which can create new
industries and expanding existing ones.

Adam B (2014) stated that export diversification can act as a distributional tool for channeling mineral
fueled revenues to other complementary and supplementary sectors of the economy, and thus ensures
steady inflow of revenues. He added that export diversification is associated with reduced swings and
fluctuations in foreign exchange earnings increase in GDP and employment rates, acceleration of value
addition initiatives and improvement in the quality of manufacturing products. Furthermore, Chuang
(1998) pointed out that learning by doing over length of time can explain and mimic the chronological
variation of production and trade patterns in the real world, involving introduction of new and
technological sophisticated goods.
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Increased trade may further contribute to the transmission of technical knowledge by increasing the
familiarity of producers with new commodities and technological process originating abroad. He added
that development of efficient management and marketing skills is fostered through doing business with
advanced countries, hence, return to entrepreneurial effort is increased by exposing oneself to
competitive international market, knowledge of the demand of foreign markets become essential,
including knowledge about foreign buyer´s specifications, quality and delivery conditions.

Moreover, recent economic literature has linked export diversification to the process of self-discovery or
innovation which implies the discovery of new export products by firm or the government; emphasizing
the role of externalities related to the process of discovering new exports (Samen2010). The neoclassical
economic theory predicts that, when a relatively poor country starts accumulating capital and enters the
cone of diversification, the share of the capital-intensive aggregate should go up. This in turn would
reduce industrial concentration and increase diversification (Osakwe 2007). On the other hand,
Yokoyama et al (2003) mentioned that the endogenous growth model states that greater diversifications
of exports occur through learning-by doing and learning-by-exporting and through imitation of
developed countries. He mentioned, in the same token, what appear to be crucial is also creating an
environment that creates competition and thus to acquire new skills and this can be performed through
exports. Without the pressure from outside competitive forces, acquisition of human capital, and thus
overall economic growth (Yokoyama et al 2003).

Samen (2010) expressed that from long time, export growth is important for any country for many
reasons. He said that at macro level export helps generate foreign exchange so export receipts are vital
to finance import and export. Thus, export contributes to the employment and growth of national
product. He further argued that at the micro level, it is now well established that; export firms are more
efficient than their counterparts selling primary on domestic markets; exporting firms serves as conduit
for technology transfer and in generating technological spill-overs with positive back ward and forward
linkages to the domestic economy. Exporting firms are more productive than domestically oriented
firms and help achieve higher growth (Samen 2010).
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4. Empirical Methodology and Model Specification
4.1 Export Diversification Measure
The main variable of interest of this study is a normalized Herfindahl- Hirschman index, which is a
proxy for export diversification, that can be used to measure export concentration, it also known as
concentration ratio.

HHI
Source Samen (2010)
Where

is the export of product i, and X is the total of the export products and N is the number of

products is measured, the index H, indicates values 0 H

1. An index closer to 1 represents a high

concentration of exports (extreme low diversification) and values close to 0 indicates a low
concentration of exports (high diversification). It is worth nothing that HHI shows how much exports
are concentrate and not diversification. Therefore, HHI is interpreted indirectly and in opposite way
which means less concentration is more diversification, the expected negative sign tells concentration on
narrow range products for export is negatively related on economic growth, which is the opposite way
that indicates more diversification is positively associated on economic growth which the interpretation
of this study is concerned (Samen 2010).

Although, most of the previous researchers mentioned in this study have employed time-series and
dynamic panel data with General Momentum Method estimator (GMM), their studies were not specific
to sub Saharan Africa. Yet to the best of my knowledge there is no single study investigated the
relationship between export diversification and economic growth in Sub Saharan Africa countries.
Instead of using complicated method like dynamic panel data and time series, this study employs rather
simple method of cross-section to investigate the relationship between export diversification and
economic growth. Furthermore, diagnostic tests, such as heteroscedasticity, collinearity and normality
were carried out to ensure the robustness of the model, because one of the problems commonly
encountered in cross-sectional data is heteroscedasticity (unequal variance) in the error term.
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However, 41 observations from sub Saharan countries were used in the regression, and data is taken
from the World Bank and the IMF in the period 1991 to 2009, in addition, the data of all variable were
averaged to avoid macroeconomic fluctuations that might happen in yearly basis.
The regression model of this study is the following:

Growth = β1HHI+β2Hcap+β3grossCF+β4TRADE+β5Ingdp+β6pog+
HHI= export diversification or export concentration
Hcap= Human capital
Gross CF= Gross capital formation
Trade= trade
InGDP= Initial GDP
Pog= population growth

4.2 Chosen variables
The main variable in this study is export diversification (HHI), in which analyzed along with other
control variable which are believed to be main drivers of economics growth, these variables are among
others, trade, human capital, a proxy of education, gross capital formation which proxy of investment,
initial GDP per capita, and population growth. A list of these variables, definitions, data source and
their measures is depicted in the table below.
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Table 4.1 Regression Variables and Data Source
Variable

Definition and measure

Data source

Dependent variable

Annual growth % of GDP

World development indicator

Growth

per capita

Independent variables
Export diversification

Normalized Hertfindahl and

International monetary fund

Hirschman index
Gross capital formation

Gross of capital formation %

World development indicator

of GDP
Human capital

Secondary enrollment

World development indicator

(%gross) gross enrolment
ratio of total enrollment.
Trade

Trade % of GDP, is the sum

World development indicator

of export and import goods
and services
Initial GDP per capita

Ln (real-GDP / capita

World development indicator

Population growth

Population growth %

World development indicator

Normalized Hertfindahl and Hirschman Index
The normalized Hertfindahl and Hirschman Index (HHI) is the main variable of interest which is the
proxy for export diversification. The index explains the degree of commodity export concentration.
Moreover, if the index close to 1 represents a high concentration on few commodities on export which
means extreme low diversification meanwhile the value close to 0 indicates a low concentration on few
commodities which is literary high diversification. As our studies presumes that export diversification
has positive association on economic growth, thus the priori sign of this variable is negative, because
concentration on few range of commodities for export is negatively related to the economic growth due
to vulnerability of export market or external shocks and decline of term.
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Gross capital formation
The gross capital formation is the proxy of investment; the investment is the one of the key determinants
of economic growth and it is an important component of aggregate demand. Also, investment underpins
the productive capacity of an economy and at the same expands the productive capacity of the economy
and promoting long term economic growth. The expected sign of this variable is positive which means
that investment boosts economic growth or other words the investment and economic growth has
positive associations.

Human capital
Human capital variable is the proxy of secondary school enrolment which is four years, but the number
years of schooling are different across countries. Hanushek and WöBman (2010) have pointed out that
education is an important determinant of well-being. The theoretical growth literature emphasizes at
three mechanisms through which education may affect economic growth. First, education can increase
the human capital inherent in the labor force, which increases labor productivity and thus transitional
growth toward higher equilibrium level of output. Second, education enhances the innovative capacity
of economy, and the new knowledge on new technologies, and products and process promotes growth.
Third, education can facilitate the diffusion and transmission of knowledge devised by others, which
again promotes economic growth. The expected sign is positive because it contributes to the economic
growth.

Initial GDP
The initial GDP per capita which is taken from the period of 1990, it captures the initial economic
conditions in the respective countries. So, the growth theory argues that economies that start off lower
level subsequently grow faster than once starts off advanced level, or in other words the poor economies
will tend to catch up with advanced economies; so, a priori is negative.

Trade
Trade is the sum of export and import of goods and services measured as a share of gross domestic
product; thus, is trade regarded as a one of the major determinant of economic growth. The expected
signed of this variable is positive, which means trade boasts economic growth.
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Population growth
Population growth rate variable is the rate of population growth; the expected sign of population growth
is negative which means that population growth is inversely related to the growth.

4.3 Table Descriptive Statistics

Variables
Growth
HHI
Cross CF
Human Cap
Trade
In GDP
POPG

Mean
1, 61145
0, 79185
18,218
21,5053
65,2576
732,744
2,44736

Median

Max

1, 23570
0, 86987
17,7966
16,6093
57,1788
367,219
2, 63237

9, 54322
0, 98765
33,3370
59,993
127,626
4517,88
3,66615

Min

St.Dev

-2, 2397
0,421897
0,596154
0,28280
27,0669
175,266
1,18247

4.4 Table Correlation Matrix
Growth HHI CrossCF HumanCap
Growth
1
HHI
-0,2766
1
Cross CF 0,0565 -0,124
1
Human Cap 0,066 -0,0309 0,1248
1
Trade
0,0486 0,0535 0,1357
-0,0980
InGDP
-0,2949 0,0985 0,2627
-0,0258
POPG
0,2448 0,3290 0,0565
0,0128
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Trade InGDP POPG

1
0,1499
0,0235

1
0,0149

1

2,22410
0,144330
7,03652
14,4073
23,8515
911,091
0,637577

4.3 Regression Analysis
Table 4.2 Regression results
Dependent Variable: GDP per capita growth rate
Model 1
Model 2
Independent Variables
Const
7.60448
5.6.965
(0.5440)
(0.0489) 
HH1
-3.64738
-2.88067
(0.2460)
(0.1127)
Cross CF
0.0221967
(0.7221)
Human Cap

Trade

Model 3
-4.877862
(0.5311)
-2.21879
(0.1532)
0.0677255
(0.2255)
0.35742
(0.37754)
0.123375
(0.3188)

Initial GDP

Adjusted R-Squared
P-Value
N= 41 country

-4.361346
(0.5282)
-1.72532 
(0.0198)
0.0713149
(0.0918)
0.021138
(0.0171)
0.0125946
(0.0227)
-0.00311614
(0.0211)
0,054818
(0,6141)

POPG

R-Squared

Model 4

0.148101

0.150414

0.270688

0.84919

0.93776

0.184111

0.420594

0.016544

0.199749

0.315944

0.007122

Note: Standard errors is in the parentheses and P-Value is inclusive
 Significant level 10%
 Significant level 5%
 Significant level 1%
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0.5476586

The regression result is shown in table 4.2 in which I run four different regression for sensitivity
analysis to find robust result. The main variable of interest is HHI index which measures export
concentration ratio; the expected sign is negative which means that export concentration is negatively
associated with economic growth. The negative sign can be interpreted that export diversification has
positive effects on economic growth. Thus, the result of the regression shows that HHI coefficient is
negative and significant at 5% level in model 4 only, but the other models do not exhibit any
significance relationship while the signs are negative. The interpretation of the HHI coefficient of model
4 indicates that the increase 1% of export concentration while holding other variable in the equation
constant, the economic growth decreases by 1,7%.

Moreover, the regression result reveals expected signs of the other independent control variables. Some
variables show significant relationships with their respective signs, such as gross capital formation
which is significant at 10% level. This result is consistent with neoclassical growth theory model. The
coefficient of trade is positive significant at 1% level which explains significantly economic growth,
which shows that increase of 1% of trade holding other variable constant the economic growth will
increase 0,13%. This result shows that trade boosts economy; also, initial GDP coefficient is negative
and significant at 1% level which is line with convergence theory that argue that economies that starts
off lower level subsequently grow faster than once starts off advanced level, or in other words the poor
economies will tend to catch up with advanced economies. The coefficient of human capital is positive
with significant of 1% and at the same times the population growth coefficient is positive but not
significant. This is not in line with the long time established theories that argues population growth is
negatively associated economic growth.
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4.4 Diagnostic Tests
The diagnostic tests of collinearity, heteroscedasticity, and normality test were carried out. Nonetheless,
the heteroscedasticity test cannot reject the null hypothesis of the homoscedasticity that means we reject
the presence of heteroscedasticity with p-value 0, 46 see appendix 1. Moreover, collinearity test reveals
that there is no collinearity problem in the model, since I found that all values less than 10 of Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) see appendix 2.

In the normality test we reject the null hypothesis that states that the sample of the data is normally
distributed, which we can conclude that the sample data of this study is abnormal. So, the remedy for
this problem is to do the bootstrapping, because we cannot increase the sample size at this moment and
it will deviate the study from intended limit which is sub Saharan Africa, see appendix 3.

So, Bootstrap is method for estimating the distribution of an estimator or test statistics by resampling
one´s data or a model estimated from data. It amounts to treating the data as if they were the population
for evaluating the distribution of interest (Joel L Horowtiz).
However, instead of fully specifying the data generating process (DGP) we use information from the
sample. In short, the bootstrap takes the sample (the values of the independent and dependent variables)
as the population and the estimates of the sample as true values. Instead of drawing from specifies
distribution (such as the normal) by a random number generator, the bootstrap draws with replacement
from the sample through replication. (Kurt Schmidheiny 2016).

Moreover, I use bootstrapping by using restrictive Set based on 1000 replication. The F-test P-value
turned out 0.0045 which is very significant and indicates that the sample of the data is normally
distributed. In addition, I employ bootstrapping to each variable namely, HHI, Human Cap, Capital
formation, Trade, Initial GDP, and POPG. The bootstrapping of these variables is based on 100000
replications by using resampled residuals for the coefficient point estimate, with confidence interval, the
output of the respective bootstrap shows that all distribution of respective data sample is indicated range
(the given range shown in the above) with 95% confidence interval see Appendix 4.
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5. Discussion
Four regression models were run for sensitivity analysis. The other models do not exhibit any
significance relationship. But the Model 4 has shown negative relationship between export
concentration and economic growth, which literally means positive association between export
diversification and economic growth. Moreover, it shows negative coefficient of HHI which is the proxy
of export diversification or export concentration with significant 5% level. Nonetheless, this study is
consistent with the finding that export diversification enhances economic growth. In addition, the work
is in-line with the argument of (Al Marhubi 1998) in which he stated that externalities associated with
export diversification may lead countries with diversified export structures to grow rapidly over longer
period. He further mentioned that new techniques of production associated with export diversification
are likely to benefit other activities through knowledge spill overs, acquisition of new organizational and
entrepreneurial skills, and incentives for capital accumulation formation. This is like the Arrow´s (1962)
learning by doing externality in which the accumulation of knowledge about different and better ways of
production are unintended by-product of some other activity in the economy such as capital
accumulation and the process of production.

Moreover, the study supports the discussion that Yokayama et al (2003) argued that export
diversification has a positive association on economic growth where he suggested many important ways
that diversification may influence growth or income, and he first stated that diversification is considered
as an input (a production factor) that increases the productivity of the other factors of production.
Secondly, diversification may increase income by expanding the possibilities to spread investment risks
over a wider portfolio of economic sectors. Thirdly, diversification is expected to have a positive
contribution to Total Factor Productivity (TFP) growth, and by extension, to economic growth. Fourth
diversification may also have a positive effect to growth because of the existence of economies of scope
in production. Economies of scope exist when the same inputs generate greater per unit profits when
spread across multiple outputs than dedicated to any one output; and fifth through forward and
backward linkages, production of a diversified export structure is also likely to provide stimulus for the
creation of new industries and expansion of existing industries elsewhere in the economy (Yokoyama et
al 2003).
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Furthermore, the study found that initial GDP, capital formation, population growth, and trade and
variables are related to economic growth which most of them are strongly explaining the economic
growth and is in-line with neoclassical growth model except population growth variable which yields
positive sign which is unexpected sign although there are studies that found positive sign.

6. Conclusion
The question of this study is whether export diversification boosts economic growth in sub Saharan
African. To answer this question, the study employs cross-sectional analysis with the averaged data
from 41 countries in sub Saharan Africa in the period 1991-2009 with eventual diagnostic tests, such as
heteroscedasticity, collinearity and normality to ensure the robustness of the model. The main variable
of interest is HHI index (normalized Hertfindahl- Hirschman index) which is concentration ratio and is
proxy variable of export diversification.

Other control variables that believed to be the determinants of economic growth are also incorporated
for the regressions. Moreover, four model regressions are used for sensitivity analysis; all four models
have shown a negative sign of HHI which is a priori sign. However, interestingly, model four has shown
correlation between export diversification and economic growth with 5% significant level.

Negative coefficient of HHI index means that more concentration of primarily goods or narrow range of
goods for export is harmful for economic growth which can be interpreted in the opposite way that can
be said less concentration is positively associated with economic growth. This literally mean less
concentration is a more diversification thus export diversification is positively associated with economic
growth that is exactly what shows the negative sign of coefficient of the main variable- HHI index.

Nonetheless, the empirical result shows that export diversification is positively correlated with
economic growth which is deduced that export diversification promotes economic growth. Moreover,
this study suggests that African policy makers should take seriously the diversification of their products
for export by adding value rather than relying on primary commodities for export to boost the economy
of their respective countries.
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8. Appendices
Appendix 1 Heteroscedasticity Test

White's test for heteroskedasticity
OLS, using observations 1-41
Dependent variable: uhat^2
coefficient std. error t-ratio p-value
------------------------------------------------------------------const
−47.5344
70.5561
−0.6737 0.5060
HHI
52.3171
157.640
0.3319 0.7425
Humancap
−0.416704
0.560285 −0.7437 0.4632
GrossCapformation 2.46723
1.31227
1.880 0.0705 *
Trade
0.429483
0.387589 1.108 0.2773
LnGDP
0.00869761 0.0107269 0.8108 0.4243
PopG
8.53654
22.5531
0.3785 0.7079
sq_HHI
−22.7543
106.796
−0.2131 0.8328
sq_Humancap
−0.000155386 0.00987389 −0.01574 0.9876
sq_GrossCapforma~ −0.0613347 0.0333360 −1.840 0.0764 *
sq_Trade
−0.00286045 0.00253814 −1.127 0.2693
sq_LnGDP
−1.56604e-06 2.34442e-06 −0.6680 0.5096
sq_PopG
−4.14199
4.82330 −0.8587 0.3978
Unadjusted R-squared = 0.294184
Test statistic: TR^2 = 12.061542,
with p-value = P(Chi-square(12) > 12.061542) = 0.440750
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Appendix 2 Collinearity Test

Variance Inflation Factors
Minimum possible value = 1.0
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem
HHI 1.228
Humancap 1.024
GrossCF 1.120
TRADE 1.057
InitialGDP1994 1.198
POPG 1.080
VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient
between variable j and the other independent variables
Belsley-Kuh-Welsch collinearity diagnostics:
--- variance proportions --lambda cond const
HHI Humancap GrossCF
5.342 1.000 0.001 0.001 0.007 0.005
0.635 2.900 0.000 0.001 0.023 0.001
0.396 3.674 0.001 0.002 0.064 0.002
0.309 4.157 0.000 0.000 0.528 0.040
0.197 5.213 0.001 0.001 0.053 0.446
0.112 6.897 0.025 0.069 0.296 0.431
0.010 23.447 0.972 0.925 0.028 0.075

TRADE InitialG~ POPG
0.007 0.009 0.009
0.000 0.745 0.031
0.019 0.012 0.821
0.247 0.072 0.009
0.546 0.018 0.016
0.182 0.061 0.002
0.000 0.083 0.111

lambda = eigenvalues of X'X, largest to smallest
cond = condition index
note: variance proportions columns sum to 1.0
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Appendix 3 Normality Test

Frequency distribution for uhat1, obs 1-41
number of bins = 7, mean = -3.57739e-016, sd = 6.11089
Interval

midpt frequency

rel.

cum.

< -13.789 -16.567
1
2.78% 2.78%
-13.789 - -8.2325 -11.011
0
0.00% 2.78%
-8.2325 - -2.6759 -5.4542
7 19.44% 22.22% ******
-2.6759 - 2.8808 0.10243 20 55.56% 77.78%
********************
2.8808 - 8.4374 5.6591
7 19.44% 97.22% ******
8.4374 - 13.994 11.216
0
0.00% 97.22%
>= 13.994 16.772
1
2.78% 100.00%
Test for null hypothesis of normal distribution:
Chi-square (2) = 18.212 with p-value 0.00011
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Appendix 4 Bootstrapping

Restriction set
1: b[HHI] = 0
2: b[Humancap] = 0
3: b[GrossCF] = 0
4: b[TRADE] = 0
5: b[InitialGDP] = 0
6: b[POPG] = 0

Bootstrap F-test: p-value = 4,5 / 1000 = 0.0045

Based on 1000 replications, using resampled residuals
For the coefficient on HHI (point estimate -17.5959):
95% confidence interval = -31.8218 to -3.56016
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals
For the coefficient on Humancap (point estimate 0.389633):
95% confidence interval = -0.343816 to 1.08397
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals
For the coefficient on GrossCF (point estimate 0.0602545):
95% confidence interval = -0.0391595 to 0.157846
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals
For the coefficient on TRADE (point estimate 0.0263455):
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95% confidence interval = 0.00342973 to 0.0480634
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals
For the coefficient on InitialGD (point estimate -0.00180764):
95% confidence interval = -0.00295121 to -0.000706964
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals

For the coefficient on InitialGDP (point estimate -0.00180764):
95% confidence interval = -0.00295121 to -0.000706964
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals
For the coefficient on POPG (point estimate 0.115217):
95% confidence interval = -0.198434 to 0.407294
Based on 99999 replications, using resampled residuals
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Appendix 5 Regression Data
Countries

HHI

Human cap

Gross
Capformation

Trade
60,09717

Pop G

GDP Growth

Algeria

0,694432

Angola

0,987655

20,03555

14,60063

115,1824

926,6006

3,224102

1,714327

Benin

0,869876

13,80846

21,13993

57,17881

310,6327

3,118358

1,311764

Botswana

0,623216

40,77168

31,38887

96,81131

2301,665

2,01513

2,576082

Burundi

0,926654

13,18324

23,94674

36,29463

204,2221

2,872331

-1,54692

Cabo Verde

0,617654

12,14531

15,33144

83,38347

799,6117

2,759975

5,237193

Cameroon

0,786543

50,91177

11,77283

42,15827

950,7621

1,700914

-0,07629

Chad

0,943217

29,67286

17,32925

68,35918

248,5038

2,651189

2,399354

Congo, Dem. Rep.

0,876541

4,038249

11,26275

55,4506

267,2111

2,056265

-2,23927

Congo, Rep.

0,876543

11,07965

24,37685

126,9024

1028,273

3,419939

0,495589

Cote d'Ivoire

0,654329

16,15121

11,69708

78,37164

830,7928

3,184221

-0,01262

Djibouti

0,564321

16,22497

26,8627

56,67432

732,3063

2,643168

0,273764

Equatorial Guinea

0,896543

20,07921

9,974054

78,56713

241,5262

1,780791

7,206773

Ethiopia

0,765432

22,15026

16,56667

47,76842

247,1612

1,684303

3,495293

Gabon

0,954321

16,60928

6,945011

87,61134

4517,801

2,92706

0,034799

Gambia, The

0,698743

12,81278

25,75576

63,4673

322,4434

2,390684

0,175634

Ghana

0,523419

12,06941

17,16315

78,55872

368,9982

3,135118

2,86475

Guinea

0,698765

34,59635

22,98576

61,67502

421,9458

2,520679

0,036303

Guinea-Bissau

0,876542

14,23437

18,17845

50,42729

206,3746

3,010669

0,028394

Kenya

0,513218

38,29717

21,45367

56,42611

365,4062

1,18247

-0,15437

Lesotho

0,887654

7,193557

12,28219

43,56542

315,5574

2,867037

2,935003

Liberia

0,776543

15,75511

11,21286

55,67892

-0,15437

Madagascar

0,654321

26,57807

16,75245

62,03736

367,9426
421,8765

1,460674
2,463392

1,235698

Malawi

0,912345

20,12514

19,82634

61,17183

175,2658

2,880353

1,751197

Mali

0,876543

19,06655

30,65185

54,76547

262,1523

2,79071

1,472589

Mozambique

0,905432

39,41621

22,28585

71,36993

175,5553

2,275092

4,400619

Namibia

0,876543

9,427402

20,09075

97,55663

1871,777

3,666147

2,053818

Niger

0,898765

20,36389

10,81584

47,92952

284,1221

2,579174

-0,13299

Nigeria

0,867893

15,7433

17,72626

56,37469

260,0476

1,816698

9,543219

Rwanda

0,678543

13,83819

19,60307

36,40906

3,465684

Sierra Leone

0,878943

9,30957

11,82514

36,69876

332,2268
222,7689

2,810624
1,95846

0,76264

Senegal

0,778654

0,282809

0,596154

48,87653

256,7654

2,077358

0,66701

South Africa

0,421897

59,99312

18,524

51,23253

3473,015

1,634619

0,790776

Sudan

0,698543

18,69136

20,93896

27,06694

610,2948

2,828561

3,076322

Swaziland

0,934561

40,48537

17,79664

127,6259

835,8435

1,669492

2,158537

Tanzania

0,876541

5,198883

24,09797

47,46177

184,3194

2,976204

2,238524

Togo

0,976543

21,60163

17,36812

86,67283

367,2194

2,632378

0,103461

Uganda

0,897654

15,96886

20,4899

38,97913

314,034

3,24184

3,250263

Zambia

0,94322

1,54308

7,92879

56,56471

504,813

2,754678

1,674462

0,612356

24,53596

14,10144

77,94664

813,5837

1,640517

-1,12622

Zimbabwe

33,33696

Ln GDP

57,02193

39

2202,558

1,736068

1,112955

